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Personal Statement:
In 2020, I began teaching myself the fundamentals of coding through open sources and online
courses. Then, I had a role as a student at Northcoders to become a full-stack developer, which
further consolidated my knowledge of coding and programming. Since I wrote my first "Hello world"
could not stop learning and diving deep into code, so my passion to demonstrate my commitment to
learning and my desire to improve my skills lead me to start a BSc in Computer Science at Teesside
University.

Skills:
● JavaScript
● React.js
● PostgreSQL
● Express.js
● CSS
● HTML5
● Jest
● python

Experience:
Northcoders; Manchester (04/2022-06/2022) - Full Stack Software Development Bootcamp
My participation in Northcoders has been a milestone for me, where before the bootcamp I
described myself as a lover of code without knowing exactly how to approach the industry. During
the bootcamp I have learned my skills;

● Programming technologies and practices including; version control, GIT, Test Driven
Development and React

● Practising communication skills and team working through pair programming

Back End Project: Back End
Front End Project: Front End

British Heart Foundation; Redcar (08/2021-Present) - Volunteer Shop Assistant

While waiting for my resident status and unable to undertake paid work, I volunteered at the British

Heart Foundation. I gained valuable experiences such as:

● Maintaining excellent working relationships with other volunteers

● Delivering exceptional customer service through positive interactions

● Ensuring the store is kept clean and tidy at all times

Wakefield District City of Sanctuary; Redcar (10/21-04/22)- Volunteer English Teacher

After moving to the UK I have further improved my English skills and therefore I am  able to

communicate fluently, both verbally and in writing. After a few months of learning English, I was

recognised for my ability, rapid progress I made, and enthusiasm for learning and was asked by
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my instructors to facilitate another group. Where I taught English fundamentals for EFL learners.

Khartoum Restaurant; Khartoum (02/2018-05/2020) - Restaurant Manager

I established a popular restaurant in Khartoum. As the founder and owner, I was in charge of every

aspect of running the business, from managing the staff to ensuring excellent customer service and

maintaining meticulous financial records.

Education:

Damascus University (2017); Economics

Due to unforeseen circumstances, I, unfortunately, was unable to complete my studies in Syria.

Languages:
English, Arabic


